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The author has been unable to learn of any other studies 
that have been published covering precisely similar round to that 
here attempted. Undoubtedly the Modern haiiRua^e Study will re­
veal somewhat comparable results for the entire United States 
and Canada, but with less attention paid to the administrative 
aspect of the subject. Ko results of bhe Modern Language Study 
have been published up to this date.
1. The Eighteenth Biennial deport of the Superintendent 
of Public Instruction for Montana, 1924, contains statistics of 
high school enrollment by grades and by subjects, and .rise of the 
training and salaries of high school teachers in Montana, with­
out classification as to teaching subjects.
2. Part One of the "General Report of the Classical In­
vestigation" is devoted mainly to a discussion of aims, content, 
and methods of instruction in Latin in American secondary schools. 
Appendix A presents partial lata on the number of pupils enrolled 
in thg various foreign languages in the secondary schools in the 
United States, percentage of such enrollments, distribution of
foreign language enrollment by grades, number of schools offering 
Instruction in the various foreign languages, as well as similar
- 1-
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statistics for American colleges, ^hese figures are given, by 
states. "Ehere is also a summary of facts as to the educational 
qualifications of 10,439 teachers of Latin in secondary schools —  
about 46 per cent of the total number teaching the subject in 
st£ch schools.
S. ®ie 1925 quinquennial study by the Worth Central As­
sociation of Colleges and Secondary Schools resulted in the publi­
cation of many valuable data gathered from 1571 public high schools 
and 113 non-public secondary schools belonging to the Association.
The complete study is published under the title "Our Secondary 
Schools", by Galvin 0, Davis. Much of the material also appears in 
Part I of the "Proceedings of the Thirtieth Annual Meeting of the 
Worth Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools". Statis­
tics of the enrollment of boys and girls by subjects are presented 
for the states in the territory of the Association, All of the other 
data, relating to such topics as training and salaries of teachers, 
teaching load, experience of teachers, buildings and equipment, 
organization, administration, and policies, are general, not classi­
fied as to subjects or departments. All information presented in 
"Our Secondary Schools" applies, of course, only to high schools of 
the type which hold membership in the Association.
The following periodical references have a bearing upon phases
- 2-
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of the present study:
4. Price, Wm, S., ^Foreign Languages in the High Schools 
of the State of New York", School and Society, XXII, p. 143. 
(August I, 1925.)
5. Fenneman, Nevin M,, "The Case for Latin", School 
and Society, XXII, p. 639. (No t . 21, 1925. )
6. Doyle, Henry Grattan, "The Romance Languages as an 
Introduction to Latin", School and Society, XXIII, p. 47, (Jan.
9, 1926. ) See also letter of reply hy Wm. R. Price, XXIII, p. 
208. (Feb. 13, 1924. )
7. Handschin, "On Methods of Teaching Modern Languages", 
Science, 37:600-602. Tear 1912.
8. Eandschin, "A T'est for Discovering Types of Learning
in Language Study", The Modern Language Journal, 3:1-4. Year 1918.
9. Jenny, Florence "A Survey of the Preparation of 
Teachers of German in the United States". In Monatshefte fîfr 
Deutsche Sprache an.d Padagogik, 19:121-127, 146-155. (Information 
as to their training was received from 1464 teachers in various 
parts of the United States.,)
10. Aron, A. W., "Relative Accomplishments of Beginners in 
German in High School and College", in Modern Language Journal, 
3:246-250, year 1919.
11. Mercier, Charles, "Education and the Acquisition
of Languag®s"» School and Society, Till, pp. 351-252, year 1918. 
(Language deafness is rather a common phenomenon, and facility
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in a special faculty. Lanfpmpe instruction should he
limited to those endowed to profit by it.)
12. Jordan, J- IT,, "Prognosis in Foreign Langua,ge in 
Secondary Schools." School Review, XXIII, p. 473. (September, 
1925.) Jives favorable results of experiments.
13. Warshaw, J., "The Revaluation of Modern hangua"e Study", 
School and Society XXIII, p. 473. (April 1?, 1926.) A defense of 
the modern languages against the aspersions of the "practical" 
educationists, including Bobbitt.
14. Boyle, Henry Grattan, "Spanish Studies in the United 
States", In the bulletin of the Pan-American Union, I'iarch, 1926. 
Relates, and accounts for, the phenomenal increase in the study of 
Spani sh.
On the point that a modern language (especially if the student 
is to be given a speaking knowledge) should be started in junior, 
not senior high school, the following citations are given in sup­
port of this view:
15. O'Shea, V. T., "linguistic Development and Education". 
(Volume published by hachillan Jo., 19C7, see pages 322 ff.)
16. Fall, J, Stanley, "Some Psychological Aspects of 
Teaching Modern Languages". Pedagogical Seminary, 21, 256 ff.,
-4-
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year Is14.
17. Trettien, A. "Psyaholof^y of the Lanyuaye Interest of
ChildrenPedagogical Seminar), 11:115-117, year 1904.
General References:
18. Eandschin, G. H,, "The Teaching of Kndern Languages in the 
United States". Bulletin Ho. 3, the United States Bureau of Education, 
1913.
This work is mainly historical, and contains a Bibliography of 
nearly all American publications on the teaching of modern lang'-.aues 
arranged hy years down to 1913. The value of this Bibliography is much 
enhanced by the annotations.
19. Eandschin, G. H., "Methods of Teaching Modern Languages".
V.'orld Book Company, 1925.
This is probably the most Baluable book in this field. The
author here continues the bibliography from 1913, when his earlier
#
work was published, to include 1922. Chapter O' on Irobleais of 
Administration and Chapter XVI on Teacher-Training are closely related 
to the present study,
20. Palmer, Harold E., "The Scientific Study ■uid Teaching of 
Languages" and "The Principles of Language Study". American pu'i.'lisher, 
'.'/orId Book Company -
Excellent discussions of principles and methods by a famous 
English teacher.
-5-
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21. Bahlsen, Leopold, "The Teaching of 'Podern Languages".
Ginn and Company, 1903.
22. Bagster-Oollins, Teaching of German in Secondary
Schools". The Macmillan Company, 1904.
23. Breul, K., "The Teaching of Modern Foreign Langua'es."
24. Jespersen, "How to ’̂each a Foreign Language".
25. Krause, Carl A., "The Direct Method in 7;îodern Languages". 
Scrihners, 1916.
26. Sweet, Henry, "The Practical Study of Languages". Henry 
"olt and Company, 1906.
27. Flagstad, Chr. B., "Psychologie der Sprachpadagogik".
B. G. Teubner, Leipzig, 1913.
28. Bronner, "Psychology of Special Abilities and Disabilities". 
(For languages, see Chaps. 4 and 6.)
29. Parker, S. 0., "T'ethods of Teaching in High Schools".
Ginn and Company.
Discusses the psychology of foreign language instruction in 
Chapters VI and VII. In Chapter XIII, "Influence of Age on Learning", 
he upholds the contention that foreign language study should be begun 
in later adolescence (from eighteen to twenty-five). His arguments are 
as much "practical" as psychological, r id he ignors some of the factors 
which other writers consider important. One of a considerable number who 
take the position that foreign language study should begin early is
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Hollister in lo. 30. below.
30. Hollister, 'Tlis:h School and Glass Management".
For discussion of the place of modern languages in the hiph 
school curriculum see:
31. Inglis, "Principles .of Secondary Education, Chapter XIII.
32. Judd, "Psychology of high School Subjects", Chapter X.
33. Stout, "The High School", Chapter XIV.
34. Snedden, david, "Educational Sociology", Chapter XXXIV.
"Probs. of Secondary Education". "Sociological Determination of 
Objectives in Education", p. 118-119.
55. Bobbitt, "Bow to Hake a Curriculum", Chapter XVII. (Very
thought-provoking. Should be read by every high school administrator 
and by every teacher of modern languages. Presents more mature con­
clusions on this topic than were found in Bobbitt's earlier look, "The 
Curriculum".
Teachers desiring a syllabus for a high school course in Spanish would 
do well to obtain "A Pour Years' Course in Spanish for Secondary Schools" 
(High School Service Bulletin Ho. 1, University of California), or to 
send to the Superintendent of 'Public Instruction, Olympia, 'Washington, 
for the Syllabus in Spanish prepared for "’"ashington State by the Com­
mittee on the Standardization of Spanish Instruction. There is also a
Syllabus in French for the State of Washington. All three of these
-7-
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syllaloi define the aims of the course and offer practical advice 
to teachers.
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1. FUBP0S3 0? THÜ STUDY.
Nearly all of the investigation and discussion of modern 
foreign langua e instruction in the high schools has leen con­
cerned hitherto with two topics:
1, The place which modern languages should occupy in the 
curriculum, their proper oijectiveo and the prooer contents and 
scope of the courses.
2. The science of language study, or methodology.
Such leaders in scientific education as Bohhitt, Snedden, 
and Judd are helping to shape present policy aa regards the first 
pro Diem. The writers on the second topic have necessarily leen 
teachers of Ianages and specialists in that field, Vietor and 
Pahlsen in Germany, Handschin and '«ilkins in the United States, and 
Palmer in Sngland are some of the standard enthorities on princi­
ples and methods.
The Latin Study, the Reports of which began to appear a 
year ago, gave us the first thorough investigation of a high school 
suh.iect, its place in the curriculum, content of the course, methods 
of teaching and results from its study. The Vodern Language Study, 
also made possible by a subsidy from an educational foundation, is 
now engaged in performing a like service for modern foreign lang­
uage instruction. The preliminary outline of the study shows its no in
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
trends to "be toward evaluation of objectives, evaluation of methods
of teaching, better choice and arrangement of subject matter,test­
ing of the results of teaching, and investigation of the training 
of modern language teachers and of the conditions under which they 
are employed. îhe administrative aspects will apparently receive 
less attention than will methods and, aims.
To the present writer it appears that a study of present ad­
ministrative practices affecting modern language instruction can re­
veal important causes of deficiencies and can give practical aid to;
1. fhe High School administrator.
2. The High School teacher.
3. The College Departments engaged in training 
teachers of modern languages.
4. Those preparing themselves to become teachers 
of modern languages.
It is remarkable how little real information is now available 
concerning the administrative status of the modern languages.
It. SOURCES CP 'THE DATA..
The statistics presented herewith have been obtained mainly 
from two sources:
1. The High School reports for the school year 1924-1925, filed 
in the office of the State High School Supervisor.
- 10-
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2. A questionnaire mailed about ïïovember 20, 1925, to all 
the teachers of modern languages in Montana high schools. Replies 
were received from 43 teachers distributed as follows;
First Glass Districts . . . .  7 
Second Glass Districts . . 18 
Ihird Class Districts . . .  12 
County High Schools . . . .  5
®he number replying was equal to 50.5 percent of the total 
number teaching one or more classes in modern languages during 
the previous year (1924-1925).
For purposes of comparison, statistics relating to High 
School teachers of Latin, English and Mathematics have been 
gathered and included in this study.
- 11-
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THE PLACE OP MODEM LAMGUAOES IN MONTANA 
HIGH SCHOOLS.
In the tables which follow, the hi^h schools are grouped ac­
cording to the classification of school districts provided in the 
Montana school law. First class districts are those with a pop­
ulation of 8000 or more. Second class districts must have a 
population of from 1000 to 8000, and third class districts, less 
than 1000. The County High Schools constitute a fourth class. 
That this classification does not furnish a clear index to the 
high school enrollment is made apparent hy the following table.
TABLE I.
Hange, September 1924 Enrollment.
First C l a s s   491 - 1311.
Second Glass...........................  24 - 336.
Third Glass  ..........................   3 -  120.
County High Schools................   61 - 825.
For the purpose of this study the above classification seems 
the best, however, because it conforms to the legal basis of or­
ganization and administration.
The six village high schools of District Ho. 28 of ^ake 
County occupy an anomalous -position, as no other second class
- 12-
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district has a multiplicity of high schools, largely under local 
administration. It is impossible to treat these six schools as a 
unit, therefore they are her considered separately, and counted 
among the third class high schools, which they strongly resemble.
TABLE II.
Humher of High Schools Teaching Modern Languages, and their
Enrollment,
With Modern Languages Without Modern Languages
Ho. %  Enrollmt. Ho,. %  Enrollmt,
1st Class 5 100^ 4159
2nd Class 24 47'^ 2716 27 53,% 2577
3rd Class 24 19.6'̂ '=’ 975 98 80.4% 3196
Co. H» S. 13. 66.4%  4099 6 31.6% 1240
Total 66 33.5 11948 131 "  66'. 5 7013'
The enrollments shown above are of September, 1924. While only 
66 high schools, or but 33.5 per cent of the 197 reporting, were of­
fering any modern language, yet the number of pupils enrolled in these 
56 schools was 63^ of the total high school enrollment in Montana.
This is explained by the fact that most of the lar-rer schools were 
among those teaching modern languages.
Below is shown specifically the languages which were being 
taught.
TABLE III.
1st 2nd 3rd
Class Class Glass Co. H. 3. Total
"French only 12 11 4 27
Spanish Inly 8 11 6 25
Fr. and Span, 5 4 2 2 13
German 1 1
Total 5 /24 24 13"   66 ‘
-13-
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Along with modern languages, Latin was heing taught in many 
of the schools, and was of course offerèd in most of those high 
schools which had no modern language, though by no means in all, 
as the following table shows;
TABLE IV.
With Mod, Lang. Tithout Mod." Lang.
With Latin ; '.'/ith Latin
1st Glass 5 5
2nd Class 24 15 ; . 27 22
3rd Glass 24 a : 98 51
Go. H. S. 13 13 6 6
Total 66 41 ; 131 79
The total number of schools teaching Latin was 120, or 60, 9^ 
of all high schools, while 52 high schools, or 25,4% did not teach 
any foreign language, ancient or modern.
Next is shown the per cent of all pupils enrolled in Montana 
high schools who are pursuing each of the given high school subjects 
named in the table. For the purpose of comparison, the corresponding 
percentages for 1671 public high schools of the Morth Central 
Association were added. The latter figures are taken from the 
Association’s quinquennial report for 1925.
TABLE V.
French Span. Latin English Math.
All Montana H. 3, 
in 1924-25
1571 Public H. S. 
of M. 0. Assoc.
5,44t. 10.27%, 24,4 %  99.37% 75.5?%
9.4 %  9.270 24.1% 86.3 %  55,5%
.Id-
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îfhe Eighteenth Biennial Report of the Superintendent of
Public Instruction, published in 1924, contains on page 45 a table
indicating the enrollment by sub.iects in all l^ontana high schools 
accredited for the school year 1923-1924. This table shows, among 
other significant facts, that nearly twice as many pupils were 
then enrolled in Spanish as in French, and that Latin had an 
enrollment exceeding by more than fifty per cent that of Spanish and 
French combined, ^n order to discover apparent trends, the pr-sent 
writer has ascertained the total enrollments for the following year 
(1924-1925) in five high school subjects. Below are oresented the
figures for the two consecutive years.
TABLE VI
Sch. Year
1923-24
1924-25
French Span. Latin English Ifath.
TÔ6Ï 2013 4914 19560 14861
1024 1604 4616 19651 ____iSjfje
The 1924-25 figures shown above are based on Part B of the Ei.‘h 
School Report for that year and are believed to be substantially 
correct. The slight decrease in French and Latin and the drop of ap­
proximately 25% in the Spanish enrollment may represent a fluctuation 
rather than a definite trend. But it may well be that a declining 
interest in foreign languages is here evidenced. See Summary, Section 
4, and Appendix B for further comparisons.
-15-
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Below the chan ■’■es are shown in detail for French, Spanish 
and Latin:
TABLE VII.
1923-24 1924-25
French, First Year ........  . . . . 618 . . . . . .  615
Second Y e a r ...............   , 4 1 5 ........... 387
Third Y e a r ...............  2 8 .............. 22
Spanish, First Year . . . . . . . .  1181............  947
Second Y e a r ............  752 . . . . . .  616
Third Y e a r   80 . . . . .  . -il
Latin, First Year  .............  2880............ 2581
Second Y e a r ..  1743......................154-6
Third Year  .......... 20...........  292
Fourth Year . . . . . . .  8 2 .............. 97
Rules regarding Election of Modern Languages:
French was offered (in 1924-25) to the ninth grade in 18 hi'-h 
schools. It was be.run n.ot earlier than the tent): ^rade-in three 
schools, and was open to onl;v the eleventh and twelfth grades in 13 
schools. One second class hirh school requires ?rench of all Juniors 
and. Seniors. Another school makes at least one year of Latin a 
prerequisite for French., Four hihi schools did not report Yhich grades 
were permitted to enroll for French.
Spanish was offered to the ninth grade in 15 schools, was te?un 
not earlier than the tenth in 10 and was open to the eleventh and 
twelfth grades only in seven schools. Five high schools made no re­
port on the grales for which Spanish was given, û^e first class
- 16-
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high school reported that French was open to ninth and tenth 
grades, Spanish to the eleventh and twelfth.
In the questionnaire addressed to the modern lan-’uage teachers
of I'ontana were included the following two questions:
"Is any effort being made in your high school to restrict the 
enrollment in foreign langua-'es to the tynes of nunils -"ho will pur­
sue the work with endorment and profit?"
"If so, upon what basis does the selection take place, and what 
selective devices are employed?"
To the first question, 11 answered "yes", 28 answered "no", and 
5 answered to tk'O effect that the enrollment in modern languages was 
restricted to the upper hirh school r'rades, which statement was hard­
ly an answer to the question as asked. Those who answered "yes" t.c
the first question gave eleven various replies to the second.
The nature of these replies is best indicated hy the following quo­
tations :
"toys who appear unsuited are urmed to ta e other courses."
"A trial is yiven anyone so bishinm, and the selection is made 
on the basis of work done."
"Temperament, ability to grasp - to retain; a^e, year in 
school. Such selection practiced in Latin especially."
- 17-
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"Only Juniors and Seniors are permitted to take French. Only 
students who rank liiyh in their other studies are encouraged to 
take French."
"Students preparing for college courses, and those capable of 
carrying languages are specially encouraged to enroll."
"At least a year of Latin is required in order to enroll 
in French."
"Pupils must average about 8.6 in their Eighth brade subjects 
in order to take. Latin in high school."
"Only those who prove that they really want the study and can 
carry it are allowed to continue."
"Advice of enrolling teacher only."
"Try to discover those whom tests show to be unfit."
"Low -rade scholarship."
In the year 1924-25 the only Tontana high school to offer more 
than two years of a modern language was Butte High School, which, 
with a September enrollment of 1311, had 41 pupils studying third 
year Spanish and 22 studying third year French. On the other hand, 
college entrance requirements and the policy of the state department 
'of Public Instruction have led Montana high schools to follow the 
rule of granting no credit for less than two years study of a 
foreign language.
Although the courses in Spanish and French are limited to two 
years, presumably because there is little demand for a longer course.
-18-
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yet there were in 1924-25, 21 high schools in Montana offering 
more than two years of Làtin. They were distrihuted as follows:
TABLE VIII.
5 (all) First class high schools.
5 Second class high schools.
2 Third class high schools.
9 County high schools.
21
Seven of the above were teaching all four years of Latin during 
the school year 1924-25. Some of the others were presumably alternat­
ing the Cicero and Vergil. The total enrollment in third year Latin 
was 292, and in fourth year Latin 97. During the previous year there 
were 209 enrolled in third year Latin and 82 in fourth year Latin. 
While this increase in Latin was taking place, third year Spanish
dropped from 80 to 41, and third year French dropped from 28 to 22.
One of the questions addressed to the liontana modern language 
teachers in the questionnaire before mentioned was the following;
"Do you find that the two year course in a modern language 
develops usable langua'e abilities in a majority of your pupils?"
Out of 43 replies to the questionnaire, 16 answered "yes" to this 
question. Seven answered "no" and eight were unable to answer be­
cause they were beginners in the work. "In rare cases", was the 
answer of two other teachers- Two other replies were to the effect
-19-
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that 'sucaeas "depends on the individual student's ability", 
lîificht teachers answered that usable abilities were developed 
"in reading only". Three accompanied their replies with an 
expressed wish for a longer course. An experienced teacher 
in one of the lara'e first class hirh schools wrote:
"Rather limited abilities - a taste for the work is 
about all."
Another of the most experienced teachers, in one of t::e 
large high schools , simply answered "lo".
A teacher of Latin and Spanish in a second class district 
wrote ;
"In a majority of cases, '̂ 'n. I think the best possible 
result to expect in a small high school with many country- 
school trained pupils, and with no attempt at exclusion 
(selection) is the increase in English."
- 20.
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Enrollment of Kontana high schools offering modern languages 
is 11,948. The shaded portion represents 10,545 pupils to vhor 
Latin also is offered.
Below is represented the enrollment of 7,015 pupils in hi?h 
schools offering no modern language. To 5,505 of this number, 
Latin is offere-^ I shaded nortion).
/
z.
Per cent, of the total high school enrollment in '/ontana 
which IS found enrolled in each of five subjects.
JÙ so Ho j-fl 96
Prench, 5 .4t'o 
ranishjlO.2 %  
atin, 24.4 71 
■•lish,99 .3 7
ith., 75.5 % 
I où
Number of instructors teaching one or more classes in certain 
departments in lontana high schools. The shaded protion shows 
number of men teachers.
Modern Languages
Total 71. Ken 11.
Latin
ïM^li_sh
■"'j Total 140. Ken 35 
 ..   [ ' Total 541 .■ Ken 56.
Mathematics
"  - - ■ —" - Z -  — - J -  u. ...]
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TRS T3A0KRR
According to the Eighteenth Biennial Report of the State Super­
intendent , there were, in 1923-24, 1054 teachers employed in Montana 
high schools. In 1924-f5 the number of teachers was not changed 
materially, the total high school enrollment having remained fairly 
constant. Below is tabulated the number of high school teachers who, 
in 1924-25, taught one or more classes, in the departments named. If 
the teacher’s program included, for instance, classes In mathematics, 
Latin and English, that teacher was counted under each of the three 
head s.
TABLR IX.
Modern Lang. Latin English Math.
#  M h T M T M W T : P T
1st Glass 0 11 11 0 13 13 0 38 38 : 3 20 23
2nd Class 3 22 25 9 32 41 8 75 83 : 48 35 83
3rd Class 6 17 23 24 36 60 44 116 160 ; 97 41 138
Co. H. S. 2 10 12 2 24 26 6 54 60 : 18 28 46
Total 11 60 71 35 105 140 58 283 341 ;166 124 290
Per Cent Me.n 15 .5% 25% l?7d 57 .2%
#  Î 7, T, . Men , bo men;, Total.
The number of teachers whose work was confined to one department 
was follows.
TAPIE X.
1st Glass 
2nd Glass 
3rd Glass 
Go S. 
Total
Mod. Lang. 
" 8 
1 
0 
3
 12 ' I17»)
Latin
' "7 "
2
1
7
' ' Ï7 Tl2".l»)'
Engl1sh
 3r '
27
6
39
Ï03 (30,
^hth.
21.....
12
0
19
52 Tie%)
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The number of teachers teaching modern languages ^ d  Latin exclusive­
ly was nine, ho teacher in a Eontana high school taught French exclusive­
ly in 1924-25, but six teachers taught Spanish only, four of these being 
employed in first class districts and two in county high schools.
The median teacher of modern languages in the first class districts 
taught classes in one department. In second class districts, the 
median teacher taught in three different departments, as was also true in the 
third class districts. In the county high schools, the median fell 
between two and three; that is: one half the teachers of modern languages 
in county high schools taught in more than two departments', and half 
taught in less than three departments.
The number of superintendents and principals teaching classes in 
the four departments chosen for comparison is as follows:
TATIS XI.
Mod. Lang. Latin Snglish hath.
1st Glass 
2nd Class 
3rd Glass 
Co. H. S.
0
3
4 
0
0
8
21
1
0
5
39
4
0
29
73
Total 30 108
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TABLE XII. 
Median Salaries
Mod. Lang.
Median Range
1st (Ti:T #'450 "
2100
2nd OlJr'lLSbF' 'Tdo^cT
2500
■3rd' lT.'r~T4C)0"~ ' 1260 
1800
720"
; 1900
Latin
Med.
1495
T boo"' 
' 15%'
Ranee
2250
Ï200
3600 
 ̂75'6' 
2800 
1.300" 
3000
English ; Iath.
Med.: Range ; Med. Range
#1750 : $1650 :"^lego #1550
: 2160 : 2250
1450 : 1170 : 1612.50 1260
: 3000 ; 3000
138825: 585 : 1700 1000
: 2550 2800
1575 : 1300 : 1700 1300
: 3000 ; 3300
In the atove table, the maximum salaries noted for the second class, 
third class, and county hip;h schools are paid to administrators, part 
of whose time is devoted to teaching, excepting the maximum salary for modern 
languages in county high schools {t'1900.) The maximum salary raid for 
Latin in first class districts is paid to a teacher who also acts as dean 
of girls. The other maximums in first class districts are onil to 
strictly class room teachsrs. rrohahly the median salaries are affected 
but slightly by the fact that tie hignest salaries in each department
happen to be paid to administrators.
The median salary of the 71 modern language teachers in Montana 
high schools is vlSOO, and this is also the modal salary.
TALLh hiII. 
.-üi©AiârLJiîiiïüiejC-.QiL Jiupii.-llejii.Q.cis. nnuniiay...
Modern Language:
- Total : '''bd. Lan'-'-. : fr ' = Total : Latin1st class: 105"^' 81 " 77.1'& ' 109 EKf'"' '73 ,4
2nd Class : 80 : 18 22.5 : 83 : 23.5 28.3
3rd Class : 50 : 12 24 r 49 : 14 28.6
C q . H. S.: 104.5 34.5 : 33 : 100 : 49 49
Latin
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TA%IS XIIT. (Continued)
English Math.'
'1% t'^ Engl i s’h Tota"! Math. : f/g :
1st Glass "125"" ' 118 94.4 '"'12^ : 123 ' : 10b
2nd Glass 92 59 64.1 86 : 41 : 47.6
3rd Glass 53 22 41.5 55 : 16 T 32^3
Go. H. S. 108 92 85.1 112 : 78 : 69.6
Explanation of the table: The median teacher of modern
languages in the first class' districts teaches a total of 105 pupil- 
periods each day, while the median number of pupil periods in modern 
languages is 61.
It happens that all of the teachers of modern languages in the
t
first class districts are employed to teach foreirn languages ex­
clusively. Sight out of a total of eleven teach nothing but modern 
languages, while the other three combine modern languages with Latin. 
Of the 71 teachers doing work in modern Languages in -Tontana high 
schools, 12 teach modern languages exclusively, and 9 others teach 
nothing but modern languages and Latin.
A study of the daily programs of these 71 teachers reveals the 
teaching subiects most frequently combined with modern languages.
They are listed below in the orner of the frequency of tneir 
occurrence.
TAPLE XIV.
English 
Latin 
Hist, and
Soc. Science 
Mathematics 
Science 
Commercial 
Music
Supervision
24 times
25 "
2?
13
r t
t f
rt
8 ”
y  tf
y ft
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T A 3 IS  T V .
Training of Teachers
Fo. of Without 
teach- De­
ers. gree.
Modern Langages;
1st Class
2nd Class 
3rd Glass 
Co. F. S.
Latin ;
1st Class 
2nd Glass 
3rd Class 
Co. H. 3.
English:
1st Glass 
2nd Class 
3rd Class 
Co. H. S.
Mathematics:
1st Glass 
2nd Class 
3rd Class 
Go.R. S.
11
25
23
12
71
13
41
60
140
38
83
160
^ 0
"34T
23
83
138
46
'290
1
1
3
1
6' ,8.5%)
Advanced 
Degree.
1
0
0
1
College work 
since 
Graduation.
5
7
5
1
1.4%)
0
3
18
2
23 T16.4»)
4
13
57
0
3
2
2
7 05%)
3
1
2
5
18 {25.7%
13
15
7
w 27.1*4
77 (22.6%) 11 13.2%)
11
15
21
J.7
64 : 18.7*4
o
14
0
1
3
2
4
20
18
13
55' 119*476 (26.2*4 ' 6 (2^0794
The 71 teachers of modern larruanes report having attended 73 
different colleges, universities and normal schools. The schools 
and colleges represented hy the lar .est number of former students are 
shown below.
TADIE XVI.
State University of Montana 10 (One for 
part of course only.)
University of Washington 4 (Two for
part of course only.) 
intermountain Union College 3 (One for 
part of course only.)
University of Iowa )
University of Minnesota ) 2 each
University of Forth-.Dakota )
—26—
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TABLR XVI. (Continued)
Harnline University )
University of California )
W. Dakota State Teachers Col. )  ̂ each
Bellingham Normal )
63 other schools were represented hy one each.
Eighteen universities and colleges were named as having been
attended for graduate or summer school work.
TABLE XVII.
University of Washington ) 4 each
University of Chicago )
University of Montana }
University of California ) 3 each
University of Iowa )
12 others were represented by one each.
Out of the total of 71 teachers of modern languages 28 reported 
their major subject in college as ’’language", "noclern languages", 
"romance languages", "Spanish", "Erench", or "German". Oth-'r sub­
jects named by more than one teacher were; English 1"', Latir 
Mathematics 6, History 2, Psychology 2 , Physical Education 2, Music 2.
The questionnaire sent, out in November, 1925, elicited con­
siderable information concerning the specific training of modern
language teachers. This questionnaire was answered by hP teachers. The
numbers enraged in teaching the various langua"9S were as follows:
-27-
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TAP>L3 XVIII.
Spanish..........   14
French ............  . . . . .  11
French and Latin . . . . . . .  9
Span., and French  ............. 4
Span., and Latin . . . . . . .  4
Latin, Pr., and Span. . . . . .  1
43
Seventeen out of 40, or 39.57= had gained some familiarity 
with a foreign language in childhood. Only one, however, gained 
during childhood a knowledge of the language which he is now teaching. 
The languages mentioned in the replies to this question are here 
tabulated ;
T4ELS XIX.
German.......................... 10
W o r s e ..........   3
German and French .  .......... 1
Polish, Russian & French . . . .  1
Latin  ................   1
Language, not named . . . . . .  1
Three individuals gained some knowledge of a foreign lan.'.niare 
in the elementary grades. Twelve others gained the knowledge from
parents or grandparents. Two others learned through contact with
persons other than relatives.
Of the 43 teachers replying to the questionnaire, every one had 
studied at least one foreign language other than the ones'that he 
was teaching. Below is tabulated the number of teachers having 
studied two, three, four, or more foreign languages. These numbers
include foreign languages learned in the home.
- 28-
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TABLR
No. of No. of
Foreign Languages Teachers
Studied
2  10
 3 ...................... 18
 4 ...............   10
 5 ....................... 3
 6    1
8  1
43
The following table gives the number of teachers (out of the 
4.3) who had studied certain lanmares in high school or in colie; 
or both.
TABLE XXI.
Language High School High School 
Only and College
College
Only
Total
Latin 23 15 2 40
French 1 13 19 33
Spanish 1 7 23 31
German 11 7 4 22
Italian 4 4
Greek rr 3
Norse
Only three of the total number rsplyi
2
ng had
_____ 2_ ________
never studied Latin.
All three teach Spanish, one in a first class dis trict and tvo in
second class districts. •
Seven teachers, or 16..3%of the total numb er replying, had
studied or traveled abroad. Not any were "native teachers".
.29.
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-reparation in Spanish of Those Teaching 
Spanish
Spa ni s h S tuti i e d 
i^ Hig^ School_
En.of Teachers
1
a#-
3
4 fk
5
6
7
8 
9
10 
11 
12 #
13
14 #
15
16
17
18
19
20 4̂
21 
22 
23
Spanish Studied 
in College.
Semesters Quarter
Hours
4
6
6
4
4
Semester
Hours
24
30
20
7
30
B
- « 25
3 
16
25
6
10
12
— . ( 6 >'iog. residence
and tutorial in 
Porto Rico.)
14
10
12
6 semester
43
4 years
Less than 16, under 
graduate, hut with 
I'-hA,, and summer school 
work since.
Seven out of 23 teachers of Spanish studied Spanish in hi-hi 
school.
Twenty have studied Latin in high school or in college. 
Thirteen have studied French in high school or in college. 
Sleven have studied Herman and three Italian.
Those starred thus #  in the above table have studied or 
traveled abroad.
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TAB15 XXIII.
Preparation in French of 'î hose Teach­
ing; French.
French Studied French studied
in Rirh School. in College.
¥o. of Semester Quarter
Teachers Semesters Fours Hours
1 6 48
2   20
3 --  20
4 --  20
5     42
6 4 —  85
Y ——— ——— 36
8 4 ——— 80
9   16
10   18
11 6 —  24
12 —  31
13 --- 22
14 —  11
15 --  28
15 2 —  1C
17 --  34
1 p --  37
19 ___ 2B
20 8 8 Semesters
21 - 4  Less than 16 under-
draduate plus V . k . ,  
and summer schools.
2 2 ^  --  4 years
23 1 —  40
24#: 10 or more -- -
85 Ô ——- 27
Ten cut of 25 studied French in hi'di school.
All have studied Latin in himh school or college 
Fourteen have studied Spanish in ri'Ti school or colie-“e. 
Four have studied Ireek,
Three have studied Italian,
-31-
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Two have studied horse.
Those starred thus# in the above table have studied or 
traveled abroad.
Certification of Teachers
The types of certificates held by the modern lansrua.pe teachers 
of 1924-25 are indicated below:
TdPhS
State Certificate ....................
TeiT.porary Secondary State..........  .
University Certificate of Qualification
Life Certificate ........
Professional ............
25 
8 
4 
2
Temporary Elementary State ..............  1
71
Two of the certificates reported as "State" possibly should 
have been reported as "University Certificate of "̂'ualif ication to 
Teach".
The foliovin^ table furnishes a summary of the types of 
certificates held by teachers in the four high school departments 
taken for comparison in this study. In this table all State, 
Temporary State, and University Certificates were grouped together 
under the heading "State". The ounlification for t'rese three 
kinds of certificates does not vary greatly, although the State 
Certificate may be and is occasionally obtained by examination.
During the year covered by this study the Temporary Elementary State 
Certificate began to be issued. This type of certificate does not 
permit the holder to teach in the eleventh or twelfth grades.
However, only a negligible nunher of such certificates were reported.
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TABLE I X ? .
Modern Lan^ase L a t i n
Normal
Life : State : Prof.: Dip. : Life : State : Prof
1st' Cl'. ‘ 2.... ' " '9' ' ' ' 5' ■ ... 8"
2nd Cl. 1 24 5 36
3rd Gl. 21 2 ? 46 3
Gĉ ._ H. S. 1 11 4 22
Total' 4 --- ' 65"" 2.. ....... . 21 " 1 1 2  ' ■“ ' '¥ '
E n A  i. s h _ : Mathematics
Normal
Life ; State Lifs^ : State : P-f.Q.f.
n t n r i T ' 1Ï' " 25"" Spec'1-2 1 2 ' " 10 ' 1
2nd Cl. 8 72 1 12 65 3
3rd 01. 17 120 13 8 19 96 13
Go. H. S. 12 48 -AA. 33
Total ' 265" 13 . Ja___ 56 ---
Normal 
; Lip,
3
Formal
1
6
Z . Y Z Z
^ixty out of 71 modern l3u -uas-e tea-hers reported their number 
of semester credits in Education. The median number of credits re­
ported was 16, the ran^e being 10.6 to 52 credits. This median ap­
pears much toe high.. There is strong reason to suspect that many of 
the figures reported represented quarter rather than semester crédits. 
ITo data on this point was fathered for teachers of Latin, Xnrlish or 
Mathematics, as it was felt that tie figures would ue worthless for 
purposes of comparison.
Experience and Tenure of Teachers
The High School Report, Part A, requires the na^es of the higher 
institutions of learning attended by all high school teachers, and the 
years when attended. The table which aprears below consists of data 
taken from this source and attempts to show the median year of leav­
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ing college to 'begin teaching for teachers of four différé t 
subjects in the four classes of high schools. Aiese fi-ur^s 
can only be approximate, for the record shows that the educa­
tion of many high school teachers is a piecemeal process, under, 
going many Interruptions. In many cases it -as necess^r: to 
use the data given by the teacher merely as th-e basis for a 
conjecture as to when his teaching experience be-.an.
TABLE ÏXVI.
Median Ap-proxiraat 
Teaching.
e Year of Lea 
Taken, in lb24.
ving College to M 
-25.
;gin
Mod. Lang. Latin English ivia'th'.
1st Class 1915 1915 191, 1914
2nd Glass 1922 1917 1921 1918
3rd Class 1922 1915-16 1921 1917
Go. ÏÏ. S. 1920 1918-19 1919 1918
The median number of years of teaching experience for 
the 4:3 teachers who replied to the questionnaire 'vas three. 
The range was from zero to 21 years. There were eight be­
ginners and seven ith but one year of experience. The 
median teacher of the group of 25 teachers of French had 
taught French for two years previous to the current year.
The same -was found to hold true for the group of 2:' teachers 
of Spanish. For French the range was zero to eleven years, 
there bein* ten beginners out of 25. For Spanish the range 
was zero to nine ye'rs, with five beginners out of 23. 
Eighteen of 43 replying have taught other langna "es than the
-34-
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French or Spanish (or hoth) which tney are not teaching.
The average numher of years ;nrln% which these eighteen 
teachers have tang]it other languages (including Latin, 
which they may be teaching now) is five years. The range 
is 1 to 11 years. Twenty-five teachers rerort that they 
have never taught any foreign language other than tiiat 
which they are now teaching.
The median tenure of the uf teachers in their present 
positions is one year. Twenty reported that this is their 
first year in the position. '-*-he longest tenure reported is 
seven years in the present position, tliis rear being the 
eighth.
.35.
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COüTAEISOM OP CO-JTS OF
As -mas shown above, only 17% of all Fontana teachers 
of modern lan.,?uâ 5es a/e engaged in teaching these languages 
exclusively. Few give more than half of their time to 
modern langpaafe classes. For the bl"h schools where this 
condition prevails, there Is no satisfactory method of com­
paring the costs of instruction in the various subjects, as 
there is nothing in the data to show what determines the 
teacher's salary. The table appearing' below lists nine 
schools having teachers teaching': only modern languages, and 
three other schools where a teacher’s entire tire is devoted 
to a modern langmare and Latin, ^n all of these schools 
there were teachers occupied with Latin, with English, and 
with 'Mathematics exclusively, save for the exceptions noted.
The comparison is made in terms of the average cost of one 
pupil-period per day continued throughout the year, naturally, 
there is no means of knowi nr or of evaluating th e effort which 
these teachers expend upon duty'in the study rail or in con­
nection with extra-curriculum activities. Fothing enters into 
this comparison except actual pupil periods in the class roon.
.36.
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TAOLS XXVII.
High School Mod. Lang. Latin ^nglish Math.
Anaconda $23.45 #21.27 #16.46 $15.49
Billings 15.02 14.90 13,14 14.45
Butte 17.91 23.83# 14.15 15.29
Great Falls 17.06 15.15 15.10 14.84
Helena 19.19 16.67 14.78 15.51
Havre 11.85 16.17& 15.42 11.03
Ouster County 9.73 12.50 15.00 44.72
Fergus County 10.85 12.50 16.83 13.28
Missoula County 13.86 13.83 16.62 13.66
Beaverhead Go. 24.19 24.19' 18.12 19.44
Dawson County 29.09 29.09' 19.03 16.63
Powell County 16.03 16.03' 13.47 12.58
One teacher, receiving k 2 2 5 0 , had extra duties as 
Dean of the Girls.
& Teaches a class in American History as •’ve.llas Latin 
' In these three schools a modern language and Latin 
are taught by one teacher, who, however, teaches no other 
subjects.
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Selection of Texts:-
Below is the summary of 41 replies to the question: ""ho 
makes the selection of modern lan'maye texts in ,v"'ur hirh school?'
Idodern laiiruane Teacher . . . . 
Superintendent . ............
Supt. and teacher ............
îdodern lanynime department . . 
Suot. and department . . . . .  
Svirt. nrincinal and teacher. .
24
3
11
1
1
1
The questionnaire also asked: hen ':as the last chanee made
in modern lan';na;'e text hooks in q ouir school?" Answers to this 
question are also summarized here:
mqT'To T'('T>r̂
Ten /'ears ayo 
%irht V'urs 
Seven years 
Six years 
Five years 
Four years 
Two ,)Oars .
One year 
Chan "'OS this year 
-̂irl not now . . .
2
1
1
0
1 
1 
5
r
18
4-
rea the names of theThe Fi--'h School ■̂‘■a.'ort, Tart I ,  furnii 
t'̂ xts used in the various hi^h schools. An effort was made to tabu­
late ciiis infer ration. The list which follows is arproximabely 
correct, although there was sometimes difficulty, when more then
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one t?:ct was reported, in doter n ni "n-- rhi-.h nss tno basic text. Also,
two 01 the larve hi ;;h schools i'ailod to report vhn'.t texts were used,
nor w^re replies made to special letters of inquiry.
TA?IS XXX.
Texts Used in First Tear French
Fraser and Squair  ............. 15 schools
Chard anal . . . tprohably). . 8
De Sauae' ............ .. 3
Gerf-Q-iese 
Aldrich and Foster
Bovee ) . . . .  1 each
Polz'"arth-Price 
Camerlynck 
1 eras
In addition to Fraser and oq’.air, as a basic text, one school 
reported that it was uslry* UcLellan’s text, and another school,
Lazare'3 text.
TiPT.P vxxT
Texts Used in second Tear French
Fraser and Souair ..............  a schools
Ohardenal....... ................  6.
De Sauze
Cardon and V'e-’/ ' S ................  1
Francois, "Introd. Prose Comp." )
I'eras, (Second ^ivre ) ) I each
Bierman and Frank )
Owing to the fact that the Fraser and druair and Ohardenal 
texts are so widely used, also because these two texts differ 
considerably in their scope and method, it was thoue;ht worth while 
to determine the ay-rerate number of purdls mho were beinx taught 
from these two te:'ts. These numbers s/ere:
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TApT? TtXIT.
Fraser and F'uair . . . . . %45
Ohardenal.................... 265
All others . . . . . . . . .  091:^
(First and second year.)
TAFl^ XX%TTT.
Texts Used in Frist Year Spanish
Fsp^nosa and Allen ........
)e Yitis . . . . .
Hills and Ford ..........
Fuentes and Franpois . . . , 
Uarshaw and Bonilla. . . . , 
Be Yitis and Hills and Ford 
lioreno-Lacalle 
'■■anfred )
11
9
4
2
1
1 each
One school reported nsinr Fall's Spanish Grammar in addition 
to Sspinosaand Aller, Another used Escrich's YDirect "lethod" in 
combination with De Yitis.
TiTlF xTXTY,
Texts Used in Second Year Spanish
De Yitis 
Espinosa and Allen 
Puentes and Franco!s 
Fills and Ford . ; . 
Crawford, "S^an. Conn 
Harrison )
Fanssl-r and Parmenter) 
Yilkirs, "ui Prose" ) 
Wilkins and Lewis )
Hall’s hranrnar )
. . . .  1 each
The seven schools usina: he Yitis include two whic: '.rse 
it in combination. Puentes and Fran,joi-s is used once in com­
bination, and Hills and Ford is used twice in combination with 
another text.
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RSSUITS OF UNI7S1STTY i'̂ fTS TN
FR3Y0P AYD SPAPISE.
It is the policy of the Stats University of Montana to 
treat a year of high school work in French or Spanish as the 
equivalent of two quarters of work in the University- This 
means that a student who has ta'-'en two years of high school 
Spanish must, if he wishes to continue the subject in the 
University, enter a class with other students who began the 
study of Spanish in the University and have pursued it dur­
ing four quarters. Hot onl; is this standard of evaluation 
maintained, hut for two years past placement tests have been 
administered to Freshmen uho have taken French or Sranisl' in 
high school. Those whose marks are considered satisfactory 
are placed in University Frencu or Spanish classes according 
to the above scale of evaluation. Those whom the tests show 
to he deficient are demoted, while any whose scores indicate 
superior proficiency are advanced.
In September, 1924, the placement test was administered 
not only to entering Freshmen, but also, for the purpose of 
comparison, to the students who had begun the study of Spanish 
in the University and had carried the subject for from three 
to seven quarters. The following results were obtained.
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Hl&:h School Students
Length of 
time studied,
1 year
1 'i/2 years
years
3 years
o f ' '
students 
examined.
27
Individual 
Grades.
19, 18, 5
55, 28, 25
90, 90, 85, 76, 72, 72,)
70, 70, 65, 58, 56, 56,)
53, 52, 50, 44, 41, 41,)
37, 35, 32, 30. 26, 25,)
i;:"@
Grade.
4
24, 17, 15 
90, 99, 72, 66
14
36
G3 l/̂
79
Length of 
time studio'
.1 Quarters
4 quarters
5 Quarters
5 quarters 
7 quarters
TALLI X%XVI.
ITniversity 3tudents
F 0 . 0 f 
students 
exami n ed.
31
14
Individual 
Grades.
, 86, c2, 80, 78, 77,
70, 69. 36, ^8, 67, 66,
66, 61, 56, 56, 57, 50,
43, 41, 40, 35, 34, 25.
16
78, 75, 70, 62, 50
92, 88, 60, LO, ?6, 64,
54
94, 80, 86, 85, 81, 80.
72, 70, 66, 66, 65, 52,
51, 50
7, S4,
Average
Grad e .
Î7 1/4
73
72
92
It uill he seen from the -hove tahlos that students vho had 
taken one year (three quarters) :f Spanish in the University re-
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ceived a higher average score than those who had studied the su'd. 
ject two years in- In h school. Of course such a result from a 
single test proves nothing . The high school pupils were pre­
sumably 'less mature than the University group, and were not so 
select a group, ueverthless, their record seems deplorable.
'"0 such comparisons are avaiable as a result of the ad- 
minsitration of toe placement tests in September, 1925, but the 
table below shows the number who passed the standards set Ig- the 
University, the rubber demoted, and the number promoted.
X:̂ UVTI.
I no
:tahinu 
; test
Passed demotednDemoted ; Placed : Promoted 
one : two ;according: 
uuarterh'luarter8:to scale : fuarter.
I'rencn
1 year 6 2 1 S
2 years 26 17 8 2 17
years 6 4 1 1 1
Total 40' 23 12 ' "5
Spanish
1 year 20 11 8 2 11
2 years 61 44 10 7 09
y years 
Total
2
"'ITT'
2
'57 lie' ' g ■ 50"
Aron (10), who conducted a similar Inve sti -rati
compllshm.:ont in Gor'1 an. reached the conclus’on that
5
2
-y-
of con eye herman.' was equivalent to a year of fi'-'h school German.
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q n  V  q Y
1. Sixty-siY high schools, or about on?-thirti of the total 
number in "'■̂ cntana, offer one or more modern foreign languages. 
Ho'r.’evsr, the enrollment of those high schools teaching modern lan­
guages is 62% of the total high school enrollment of Fontana.
Table II shows that it is chiefly the larger high schools 
which offer French and Spanish. ‘J-'his is as it should be, for those 
subjects are unlikely to be well taught in a small high school where 
each instructor must teach two or more subjects. Foreign lan­
guages may be said to form a special field nf education, somewhat 
distinct from the field of general education. The latter consists 
of the essentials of English, of social science, natural science 
and rmth-'matics, and forms the core curriculum. An instructor 
with a thorough ueneral education, may teach two or more of tho 
core subjects passably well in a small h 1 -"h school. The fcrehgn 
language teacher, however, needs to le a srgclalist, with at least 
one special si ill highly developed: the ability to sneak of foreign 
language. Although Spanish and French are being offered in hut 
one-third of ti;e hi up schools of Fontana, yet doubtless in scans 
of the smaller of these schools Lee instruction in those subjects 
is on a very low plane an. would better be omitted, 'hang 
of the facts which are reviewed in detail in this Bu:mary
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saem to rrove that this is true.
2. Only l.t h . i r : h  schools out of I S ?  i n  Montana taught 
both French and oranish in 1924-21. One hi^h school taught 
German that year, but has since discontinued it.
Even in some of the It cases noted, the tun la i nm-'es were 
not being offered concurrently, out, rlue to alternation or change 
in the curriculum, the first year of one and the second year of 
the other lan.Tui'.'e were being taught. Probably only the largest 
schools find that the demand justifies th^m in offering both 
languages regularly, especially as fable XSTII si: ou g the coat 
of instruction to be somewhat higher for the modern lanyuares 
than for the core subjects.
h, fhrm^-fifths of all Montana hi.rh schools offer Latin., 
including two-thirds of those teaching modern languages. One- 
fifth of all the high schools offer no foreign lan.gua ’e, ancient 
or modern, but these enroll only about 6f%of the total number 
of high school pupils In the state. The hi h schools where no 
foreign Ian m a  e is taum.t include five in second class districts 
and forty-seven in third class districts, but of t:"8 latter only 
sixteen are four year hi di schools.
Latin is a competitor of tre modern Ian mages for a niece 
in the b, i ' h school curriculum. This commet i ti on arises from ’he 
fact that either a modern language or Latin fulfils the entrance
-45-
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requirements in forei'”n lan.‘ruaf’e of the "estern colle^res and 
universities, and is heightened by the farther fact that the 
small hihl, schools io not renerally find it rracticahle to 
offer more than one foreign Ian-vo e. The standards for Accr^^- 
iting ont ana High Schools provide ( standard 15) that no hi-"h 
school employing fewer than four teachers of academic subjects 
shall be accredited for more than one foreign Ian -uar'-e.
It is generally ai'gued that if a high school pupil f-'nls it 
possitle to study only one foreign language, Latin should be 
chosen, because (1) It functions more than a modern language in 
better mastery of dnglish, and (2) 7bile accomplishing the above, 
it also forms an excellent foundation for tlis later acquisition 
of a modern language in colle-.g or elsewhere. Latin, scholars are 
now disposed to agree that neither of these aims is accomplished 
to a profitable degree unless th^ stuJy of Latin is consciously 
directed to these ends by teacher and nunils.
â very real and potent reason for the prevalence of ^atin in 
the hi 'h school curriculum is that many teachers consider it an 
easy subject to teach. The reasons for t*“is opinion are; (1)
Latin is not generally taught as a sunken language, so the teacher 
is spared that most arduous of tasks; learning to s'-'sok a fomi m  
language with fluency and accuracy. (2) Latin is the most commiebely 
orgainslzed of all studies exes' ting mathp-atics. Tie course has
■4b.
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■been developed alon~ défini he linee by i.he ueape of generations, 
and there is small dirrer of the teacher s'oin™ astraj . (?) Gen­
erally only Caesar, Cicero and Vergil are read in the high school 
Latin course, and many teachers are instructing in Latin I'/hose 
own reading has not gone farther than this. (25^according to the 
"Report of the Classical Investigation", pa'-e 281.) Probably the 
margin of knowledge the teacher must have over and above the course 
he is teaching is smaller in Latin and mathematics than in any
other subject. See the article by Fanneman. (5).
4. In Vnntana hirh schools, Spanish enrolls nearly twice
as many pupils as French, while in all the public hi :h schools of
the North Central Association, taken as a wi<ole, French enrolls 
a slightly greater number than Spanish. In both groups the ■̂ atin 
enrollment is much greater than that of all modern forei, :n languages 
combined.
Further interesting comparisons are possible as to relative 
enrollments in lannpp -es. In the General Report of the Classi­
cal Investigation, Part I, is found (page 269) an estimate of
J '■
the total enrollment in foreign languages in the secondary schools 
of the continental United States, including pupils in the 
seventh and eighth grades of junior hio'h schools. The estimates 
for public schools are: Latin, 815,000; French, 455,000; Sganish,
005,00: these figures being for 1923-24. In this same year , com-
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plete -lata for Montana v.ere c^'Vpilod 'by the State •^r.perinten'lent. 
Reduced to common terms, the ratio of enrollment in Latin, French, 
and Spanish, respectively, vas 16S;9^:61 (approximately) for 
the United States, and 163:35:66.7 for Montana.
The 'Report of the Classical Investi gation also contains 
( pa re 271) enrollment fi-uros for Montana for the >'ear 1921-22. 
Only 98 hi Mi schools reported, which "'as less tnan one-half 
the total number accredited in the htate. fhe number of pupils 
reported for Latin was 2,750: for French, 1,031; and for Spanish, 
1,357. The ratio is 163:81.5:80.7.
The ratio for the public hi::h schools of the forth le^tral 
Association, shown as percentages in Table ¥ of this study, is 
163:53.3:62.4. On oa'es 73-74 of Our Secondary Schools, hy 0.
0. Davis, which is the complete reuort of the Association’s 
quinquennial study for 1925, statistics of foreign Ian"ua^'e en­
rollment for Montana are 'resented. It is not stated whither 
all of the 31 Montana hi "h schools which were msmoe.cs of tiie 
Association reported. T'ne flyures are: Latin, 2,749; French, 611; 
Spanish, l,13n - a ratio of 163:36.4:67.5. The author of the 
present stody fathered data for all the hiph schools of Montana 
for the same year (1924-25) as that covered by the quinquennial 
study, and results are presented in Table VI. These f'i.'ures 
yivs a ratio of 163:36.2:56.7. In Aprondiv P are wiven .ai’itioa- 
al data for the State of .■>aahiri-'-"ton ord for he"- York City.
-46.
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411 of those ratios .oint to the fact that in ■'ontaip 
French is conspicuously Isss popular than in the United States
or in the llcrth Jontral territory as •’ whole. The reason for 
this condition is not in iouht. Our part of the United States 
is relatively less affected by the tradition of French culture, 
which has been sonwhat otron^ in the ^#st ever since the es­
tablishment of our nation. '"e feel that 've are remot" from 
France and her influence, and closer to the Snanish-soeakin^ 
Southwest and to Latin America. According to the Report of the 
Classical Investigation, Viassschusstts reported "7,."70 pupils en­
rolled in French and only 10,779 in Spanish. On the other band, 
Texas reported a mp-; - 1,87b studviny: French, while 21.088 ïw-e 
enrolled in Spanish. Other states where Spanish was preferred to 
an even greater evtent than in Fontana were ialifori'-ia, Colorado,
Oklahoma, Arizona, and "ew i-iexico, while ’■ ashin^ton, Idaho,
\.
Vissouri, and Ore 'on also preferred Spanish, tt-.ou h by or aller 
majorities.
In the schools of the forth Central Association, French is 
decidedly a cirls’ suo.i act, for in 1524-26 it enrolled 41,216 mirls 
to only 22,716 hoys. Latin sbo-ed 92,067 yirls end 71,^48 boys,
wh" le for Spanish the numbers  ̂- e 72,1.'̂ 7 and 70,-47 respectively. 
The total number of elrls enroll'-i {2.68,209) is rreater tf -m cii’ 
total number of hovs {772,726) so that frahish •! s full:-' e.e, roeular
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with hoys 9s with qlrls. J-'his is . rci aol;; the cas? in the 
.Montana hiyh schools, for in the Apnenhi:: to Our Sncon.lary 
Schools, payes 73-75, the data are piven thus for the v-onta-.s 
schools of the Association: French, /Iris 134,1-,07s 177: Latin,
pi rls 1, ';'65, boys 1,064; Sranisn, "iris ôCr, boys 525.
These are only partial F inn res Cor the hi-rh schools ‘'f Montana. 
The total en.rollm̂ -'ut for that year shoved 10,734 pi rls to 
boys. French seers 00 b to b--' elected cy too eaicrit of hoys 
because it is deen>ei more cultural tian practical. Spanish on 
the other hand is believed to hare preater utll.lt, , as is un- 
dou'bltedly true in 300.0 of our v. cstcru states. Also, It is 
■vorularly suprosed to be toe easiest of all civilised toivues 
to master.
5. The enrollment iu french and -^atin for 1p24_2s f oil 
slightly I. el O'." that or 192:'" - ia, while he enrollment in .T'a’iieh 
decreased about 24%.
This fluctuation f.my not be significant . nata for a Icuv.- 
or por’ol, spy five years, might shoe a definite trend but could 
not be obtained without great lauor, since the figures must 1-8 
pothered by searching throu.ph the annual reports for these years 
of 197 accredited hi.ph schools - in, other words by ex:.minv n,y some 
5CC additional documents and compiling m varyinp num. ■-v o.b data 
from each.
Probably moiera language enrollment has onl" recently en-
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teraü a normal condition, "'Jhs cataclysm which.ssspt l-crman 
from the curriculum still leaves its ripples. Also, t-e lorlA 
War appeared to stimulate the interest in Anronean tournes, 
nhereas there is evidence that v;e are no- drifting hack toward 
i solation.
6. L'roshmen are allowed to enroll for French and Spanish 
in about half of the hi;;h schools offering these subiocts. In 
a considerable number of schools, French and jp'uish are o an 
only to Juniors and Seniors.
This point is discussed under Recommendations, Number II.
7. In general, no systematic effort is oeiug made to ex­
clude from forein Ian‘mage classes pupils rho are not so e : i- 
dov/ed as to profit Ip- the nork.
There still arpesre to be a sentirent that it is un';mo- 
cratic to restrict tne' election of subjects on the basis of 
capacity or of demonstrated scholastic success. The "olicy 
mentioned above in Number 6 is an nbkemnt to gain the same end
by a less impeachable me tliod. doe Aeco'-'rpn’étions, Number ITT,
for further comment.
8. Only one high school in TJontaua (lutte) taught, in 182 b- 
15, more than two years of a mon^rn foreign langua-p . Durinr 
the same year, 21 high schools taught more than two years of 
Latin. A considerable number of modern languape teachers doubt 
whether the present two year course in French or Spanish de'ueluce 
usable lanpuaye abilities in a msiority of their uunils.
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It is ecuallv true or the schools of the ^orth Jgatral 
Association that only a no.yli ?jble nu-.-ber of pur ils advance 
Le oiri the SAconi year nf I'orei r; latruate. (fee paae 4 7 of
achools".) loth in "eutana and in the schools
of the Association re also ■"'ini that even second, year elections
of French and Spanish are hardly nors than ôC&of the first
year.
In 1922-27 sev=n rrutana hi'-h schools reported to the 
Clasfical Investigation that trey were teaching three years or 
more of French. These data are not riven for Soanish. (Fayes
270-': , "Fenort 0+' the Classical Investigation, Part One". ) 
evidently the trend in the Forth Central territory has been 
toward abandoning' these adv.'need courses, ft the time that 
seven l'onrana hi, ii schools reported giving three years or more 
of French , 110 high schools in California reported doinr the 
same, as did 4-lS’ in New York, 252 in Fasg^chnsetts, 172 In 
Pennsylvania, 142 in Pew J'^rsay, and IIB in Faîne. Tn most of 
the neighboring states to ' b.:ts.na the nnriil'er vas small; for in­
stance, Idaho, 4; Utah,6; Forth Uehota,5; f " shi:iç;tcn,29.
This condition is unfortunate; no worse example could he
found of the notorious superficiality of American secondary 
education. It may be attributed in part to two causes: (1) The 
.recent ri"id economy program, affecting all grades of education in
Fontana and neiphborinr states. (2) Anathy of hi'di school students 
toward modern laa.-r a -es, probably an efioct of our ''■eo'̂ rarhical
.52.
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situation. J-he spontaneous demand bj parents and pivills for 
cultural studies in the schools is not nearly so .yreat in the 
northwest as on the Atlantic Coast. A more vital organization 
of French and Spanish courses in the high school «ouId «TOhahly 
do much to popularize these studies, however-
9. There were 71 persons teaching one or more classes of 
modern lanmuames in ’"io.itana high schools in 1924-25, The per 
cent, of men was 15.5, which was less than that in Latin, hrim:- 
lish. or math ematics.
The small per cent, of men engaged in teaching modern 
languages in high school may he due at least in. part to chacce, 
as the numbers entering into the calculation, are not large, los- 
Bihly, however, it is partly due to a common conception of iml? ci 
lan.'Tua.we teaching as a somewhat futile pursuit, I'ro'oahly another 
cause lies in the fact that few men leliberately orepare for a 
life long career as high school teachers. Lhny men with a 
liberal education drift into the work, hut they lack the soecial 
preparation which a foreign lanniage teacher needs,
10. Only 179%of all teachers of modern l.aru-uapps tanpht in 
this department exclusively. For the greater nunu.er, the work in 
modern languages was only a sideline to which they r'ave from 
one-fourth to one-third of their time.
This is one of the most unfortunate aspects of the whole
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situation. Moleni lan;?ua.?e teaching is a most exacting business, 
owing to the extremely complex nature of ths skills demanded, as 
well as to the almost unlimited breadth of the field. It is safe 
to assert that entirely satisfactory results are not attainable 
where modern ianma -e teaching must be carried bn as a sideline,
11. 'host superintendents end rrincipals w:-o t^ech classes 
choose mathematics, ’cry few teach . odern lanevanes.
There is an idea surprisin,.;ly prevalent that the mathematics 
teacher need not he deeply learned in his siibÿ^ct - that almost 
anyone who was a cri"ht student of mathematics in high scVonl can 
teach the subject, and that bothersome researches ere act called 
for, a3 t'e material chan"es very little csnd can all be found in the 
text ook. The records show that very many blah school "rincinais 
and superintendents in '“bxitana are not c/olleme "Tuduates, and are 
inferior in education (though generally superior in leu tb of ex­
perience) to many of the teachers working under them.
Id. Teachers of modern laanpapos are paid about as much as
teachers of Latin and of English, but loss than teachers of math­
ematics, possibly because there is a yT  xuil -< re ce ( a7%) of rm'-u
in the latter department. The median salary for modern l-̂ n uo- ? 
teachers in 19%m-hu urns 150C per y"sr.
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See ”î eComi?iendations'’ llo. VI, for further commuât.
13. The modem lan.gu.aro teacher teaches about as many 
pupil-geriods per day as the Latin teacher, and slightly fewer than 
the teacher of English or mathematics.
Registration in required subjects like English and math­
ematics is always heavier than, in elective subjects. It must be 
remembered that the median teacher of modern lao'ma es gives con­
siderably more than half of her time to other high school subjects, 
often Including Latin, En'lish and mathematics.
14. The subjects which teachers are most often asked to 
teach in adlition to modern languages.are English, Latin, social 
sciences, and mathematics, in the order named.
This is exactly what one would exnect to find, considering 
the relationship of the subjects, and the likelihood of their be­
ing studied together in college.
16. k smaller p ?r cent, of modern language teachers are with­
out college degrees than is the case with teachers of Latin,
Snmlish, or mathematics. One-fourth of the mode-n Ian r.a.gc teachers
have taken colle '"e work since graduation.
Tĥ -’ records indicate that many of trie teaihers of mathematics 
and English are of the "self-made” type, whose education has been 
fragmentary aid extended over a long period. o.f time, hiriy of these
persons have for a considerable time attc v.ied normal schools, where
forei ni languages are not co' n only tau^ t . The modern lari'-'na-c
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teacher is almost necessarily one -iho \as taken the more systematic 
and convmntial four year college course. It should be observed also
that mathematics snh tnrlish arm taumht in all schools, irr Ir.hiry the - 
poorest, while the modern lanyna-es are taught in only one-third of 
the hi^h schools, a select number, probably ri th- hipher teacher 
standards.
16. Modern lanhoa-e teachers ere not chosen from any particular 
higher institutions, but come from schools and colleens of all des­
criptions, located in all parts of; the Ihiit id States.
See "Reco'omations”, V o . VI.
17. Tb/o-fiftbs of the modern lany’age teac ern replying to tee 
cue sti crinaire aiued familiarity -i th com’ I'oreign lanyra^-e duric ' 
childhood, but tbds lan ue-e is not o m  wnich they are now to-ih-
i nm.
The most of these teachers come from the Isr e Gerann and 
Scandinavian elements in our nooulntion. This stock is not o.ly more 
numorods tkaa the Oanadiap-French or the Mexican, but also, it seeks 
the higher education in far greater numcnrs. Possibly h i h  school 
teachers of other subjects might show an equally lar^c proportion 
who were familier clth a foreign lanruege in childhood. The-e is 
no question, however, but what this knowled "2 is v qI able to the 
modern language teacher, conducing to <-reater laru-vomo facility and 
giving Insight into Ian,mug -e problems.
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28" Practically all modern language teachers in T"ontana have 
studied Latin. % e  majority have studied at least three foreign 
languages.
These facts as v̂ eil as those cited aoove under (15) seem to 
show that the scholastic training of modern lan^yiage teachers in 
Tontana is quite satisfactory. Inefficiency in modern language 
teaching is less chargahle to inadequate training of teachers than 
to inexperience, to short tenure, and to the fact tiiat teachers are 
compelled to devote a majority of their time to other suhjects.
It is to be hoped that at some future time teachers of a modern 
language 'Bill oe required to have completed one year of graduate 
study and to have acquired the atility to speak the language well.
In the meantime, it is gratifyin'-- to know the fc in general, the train­
ing of mode -n language teachers cntnraroo very favorably indeed with 
that of teachers in other demrtmsnts.
'■'hs following quotation on ths sah.iect of v;hab constitutes a 
well prerared or comnetent teacher of a modern langua-'s is from 0 .
P. Haiidschin, "The Teaching of l.odorn Lenruores in the United States". 
Bulletin Vo. d, Ü. 3. '^ureau of ïïducation, 1013.
"Aside from the ability to teach, and the gensral culture nec- 
essary for every instructor, the riodorn language teacher should iiavs 
a thorough, practical command of ths language, a sound knowledge of 
its literature, both ancient and modern, and an acquaintance, first-
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hand if possible, with the life of the people whose Ian he
assumes to teach. He should know thoroughly the grammar of the
lanrwag^, and if he has some knowledge of its historical ievelon. 
ment, it will ;ro?e of rreat benefit to him in his ;ork. He should
be able to read the lariyua-̂ -e about as easily as he would read
similar matter in his native tonyue; he shoo Id be able to ^rite a
letter or other composition without rross mistakes in yrai'mar or 
idiom; he shouH pronounce the'Ian-'u eve with accuracy, alt ou-'li 
he may not have the perfect accent of the native, arh arcve all, 
he should be able to carry on an ordinary conversation with com- 
■nrehsnsion, and without undue hesitancy. This do"'rse of attainment will 
usually require a oeriod of rasileuce and study abroad unless un- 
usu3,l opportunities have been enjoyed at ho;ie ; in any case, residence 
abroad, even for a short time, is yroatl'v to be dosirei, and should 
oe the aim of every serious teacher. In ths meantime, defects of 
GPUirment can be remedied in part by the rea..Jn- of t'crci hi books 
and rericl-c" 1 s, ry attendance at An»«‘rican summer schools, and ly 
association t/i for simmers in this country . "
19- One-sixth of the modern lanrvo re teachers replying to the 
questionnaire had studied or traveled abroad. -̂h n-e are no "native
teachers" of forei-̂ 'n lanuiayas emnlo^sd in hon+mrio rd-hi schools.
According to the "Aannrt of the Jlo.coicr.l Investigation", rare 
261, nine per cent, of all teachers of Latin in the -United j to tes
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have studied or traveled abroad. Information is lachinr as to 
travel or study abroad of teachers in the other departments, In 
the European countries, residence in the foreign country is con­
sidered an essential T art of the train!ufT of a teacher of a modern 
foreign language. Such experience probably has a greater practical 
value for the forei language teacher than for a teacher of any 
other high school subject. "I'ative teachers" of foreign langua-'-es 
are seldom found in the United States outside of the colleges and 
large city high schools.
20. Pra:ticall;/ all ’-’Odern la.uniar e teachers hold tre :\i u'sst 
grade of certificate which can ce obtained with their amount of ex­
perience .
This is further evidence that modern language teacrers are ell 
trained according to present standards.
21. The median teacher of 'drench or Spanish has taught the 
language only two years, and has a total beaching experience of only 
three years. fhis y es r is her s'coud in her neesent position.
These facts are disheartening. It is obvious that master 
teachers are exceedingly rare. rroblem of the inexperienced
teacher, and of siiort tenure, affects the high sc'ool -n all its ce- 
partments, but with exnecially disastrous results in the case of the 
foreign languages, where minute confection should he required, both
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as to knowledge aad skill.
The remedy must he applied throughout the entire field of second­
ary education. It consists of nothing less than making class room 
teaching an attractive life career for hoth men and women. This can 
he accomplished hy creating standards of admission that are worthy of 
a profession, by giving compensation adequate to uphold a professional 
standard of living, and hy recognizing a social prestige on a par with 
that enjoyed hy other professions.
22. The cost of instruction is nearly the same for modern lan­
guages as for Latin, but is appreciably higher than for English or 
mathematics.
This fact has no great significance. English and mathematics 
are studied by all high school pupils during a part of the course, 
and in these subjects large classes are the rule. Econon\y doss not 
demand that we teach a modern language to as many pupils as are 
taught English and mathematics. On the contrary, society is probably 
best served when we teach a foreifpi language ^omewhat Jyroroughly to 
a smaller number of able students.
23. Modern language text books are usually selected by the 
teacher. In most schools, changes of texts have been made within the 
last year or two. In French, the older type of text prevails, how­
ever .
The teacher is generally better able than the superintendent or 
principal to evaluate texts in such a specialized field as that, of a
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foreign language. But it would le well for the State authorities 
to offer some guidance in this matter, as most modern language 
teachers have scant experience, and in college the so-called "teachers* 
courses” often neglect to instruct prospective teachers in the im­
portant matter of judging text hooks. In French, expecially, the 
newer and better texts should win favor more rapidly in Montana than 
they have.
S4. Students entering the State University of Montana with 
high school credits in a modern language are given a placement test 
to determine their proficiency in the language and the point where they 
can successfully enter the college classes therein. The results of 
the September, 1924, placement test in Spanish showed that students 
who had studied the language one year in the University made slightly 
highor scores than those with credit for two years of high school 
Spanish.
These rather striking results might be thought to indicate that 
the proper time to begin the stuiy of a modern language is the fresh­
man year of the university. This interpretation would, however, be 
contrary to the consensus of expert opinion, '̂ here are other factors 
probably sufficient to account for the very superior attainment of 
the university stduents in tils test:(l) Better trained teachers at 
the university. (2) A more selected group of students in the 
university. Hence, the average ability of the university class tends
-€t-
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to te -very much higher than the average ctility of the high occool 
class, thus permi t;.in- much more rar i 1 progress, '̂ omev/hat similar 
results mirht be attained by selecting the pupils for high school 
Glasses in modern language, as proposed in "Üscommsndations", Ko. 
II. (3) Objectives are more clearly defined in the University. 
(4) Longer class period at the -eniversitv. (5) The university 
student generally carries but three full time subjects instead of 
four as in hi,-'h school. (6) The test cusstions were made out by 
university teachers.
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RElOTÆTSNDj&TIOÏÎS'
I. leed for Reorganization of the Modern language Department
in High Schools.
During the past decade nearly all subjects excepting the 
modern languages have undergone a more or less drastic reorganiza- 
ion. This is true of English, mathematics, the social sciences, 
ths natural sciences, and Latin. The plan has been to restate and 
redefine the objectives, and to revise the content and the method in 
accordance with the objectives this agreed upon. Something of this 
sort surely is needed in .the mo,dern language department, and will 
come, it is hoped, following the publication of the results of the 
Modern Language Study. It may be fitting and proper to suggest here 
measures to strengthen modern language instruction in Montana.
These recommendations are not claimed to be authoritative. Certain 
conditions have been revealed by the foregoing data, and the in­
vestigation would be incomplete without an at I.ompt to point out some 
possible ways of Improving upon this present siatus.
We have seen that in Montana the high school course in a modern 
lanrrage consists of two years. This two year course is unjustified 
by its results unless it develops at least one usable language a- 
bility.
There is a quite general agreement that the values which we claim 
for the modern languages are not sufficiently realised unless the 
students make some considerable use of the foreign language after
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they leave the hivh school. Of course, no such proposition Is self- 
evidently true. It night he maintained that the right kind of study 
of a foreign language is a sufficiently enlightening experience, or
is sufficiently valuable in developing useful mental habits, to 
justify the expenditure of one-fourth of the school time for two years 
or more, altho‘.ether aside from any consideration of future use 
^___a However, the disposition to advance such claims is at the
eresent time very slight. Teachers and advocates of the modern lan­
guages are foremost in urging a lifelong use of one's languame skills, 
for culture and world-brotherhood if not for material gain.
It is further agreed that n the United States, the most likely 
use of a forei 'n language is in readiii';, either of literature, for 
snjop ment and culture, or of technical material havLnm' a practical 
value for professional or commercial ends, or of timely, periodi­
cal publications for breadth of information. Common observations 
show ccnsluslvsly that the m a t  majority of those persons who have 
studied a modern, lan'nage in high school do not read the laneuape 
afterward , The fact that reading matter in Urench, 'Terrnan, or 
Spanish is msagerly available is less a cause of this ndition than it 
is an indication of lack of ■i.emand. Proba&l.; two causes are mainly 
responsible, one of which re^'resents a failure of high school educa­
tion in general, the other, a failure of the ore sent instruction in
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modern languages. The first of these is found in the fact that so 
many of the persc,is who pass through the high school do not carry 
into life either a love of culture or any active intellectual in­
terests. The second cause is the fact, easily verifiable, that 
in the case of the majority of those studying a modern language in 
high school the training stops before the point is reached where 
they can read the language with ease. The reading is too labor­
ious a process to-be pursued with pleasure or with economy of time.
II. Fature of the Proposed Reorganization.
The above considerations suggest an essential objective for. 
our two year course. Have we the right to be satisfied-with less 
than the ability to read with ease and pleasure? Gan we hope 
to accomplish mofe in two years, with a majority of our pupils?
A conservative answer to both questions is "Ho".
Would we not be justified in reorga.ilaing modern language 
instruction in Montana high schools on the basis of this regu­
lation; That every pupil coiupleting the two year course with 
credit be required to demonstrate his ability to read the language 
with ease and reasonable accuracy. ‘Standardized silent reading
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tests in the foreign lariK’̂age should be used to etermine the 
reading proficiency.
In order to attain such a standard, it would be necessary for 
teachers and pupils to concentrate their efforts upon the reading 
objective. Conversation and composition should not be practiced to 
the extent o f  'becoming aims of modern language instruction, but only 
as the means of attaining reading ability. Perhaps the direct method, 
if the teacher be master of the spoken lan-'uags, may furnish the best 
foundation for reading knowledge, unless the teacher does possess
this very'exceptional'mastery, the direct method, so-called, is 
usually a pretense and a travesty.
The older type texts, such as the Fraser and Squair French Grammar, 
now a prime favorite in Montana high scfools, would be found not 
suitable for such a redirected course as here described. Functional 
grammar should take ths place of formal grammar. The teacher should 
be able to speak the language with fair fluency and correct accent, 
so that pupils can learn to understand the spoken language by hearing 
it spoken cpnstantly in class. Libraries of French and Spanish books 
and periodical's would become an indispensable part of the equipment. 
Extensive as well as intensive reading would be- carried on. In 
order to give a uniform direction to the fr.bvera '. rb, a State Course 
of Study in Modern Languages, similar to the English Course, issued
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in 1925, would "be helpful.
Ill. Selection of Pupils.
It will he found difficult to succeed in two years* time with 
even such a' limited objective as here proposed. It will he incum­
bent upon teachers and administrators to effect every possible economy 
of time. Pupils who will absorb an undue share of teacher-time should 
not be allowed to begin the work, or if found in the classes, should 
be eliminated. Care should be taken not to set the elimination standards 
too high, but here are in language, perhaps to as t>reat an extent as 
in music, pupils who are hopelessly inapt. At present, they are 
automatically eliminated through failure, a clumsy, wasteful method, 
which hinders the progress of the class and discourages and humiliates 
the inapt pupils who haus blundered into the course without guidance.
The extent of this automatic elimination is indicated by the fact 
that second year elections of French and Spanish are only about 60% 
of the first year elections. Thorndike #  believes that but 40% to 
4 4 % of high school Freshmen are capable of really learning algebra.
A few of the others, he says, could study algebra with profit later 
in the high school course, '̂ he particular disability of the majority
Thorndike, "The Psychology of Algebra'
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is a limited capacity for thinking abstractly. Probably the type 
of thinking demanded by foreign language study is not less abstract 
than the type required by algebra.
Some of the various prognostic tests can be used to guide pupils 
in registering. Even selection on the basis of ceneral scholarship 
is reasonably satisfactory.
In justification of a policy of selecting students for modern 
language classes, it may be said t'lat a knowledge of foreign languages 
is not indispensable to more than a few of our millions of citizens, 
either in their vocations or for culture. Although the individual can 
can dispense with foreign languages, each community needs to have 
members capable of serving it in the capacity of interpreters of the 
ideals and culture of other nations, to the end that enlightenment 
and world brotherhood may overcome ignorance and mistrust. It is the 
intellectual leaders who can render this service, 'fhe sub-average 
student is unlikely to benefit either himself or society by studying 
a foreign language. What harm would result from making this privilege 
a r@%ard of good scholarship?
IV. Modern Languages Should be Open 
to Freshmen.
Eleventh and twelfth graders are a more select group than ninth 
and tenth graders. Probably the considerable number of high schools 
which permit only Juniors and Seniors to study modern languages do so
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because they find the modern lam n a «e classes composed only of upper 
classmen to be the more successful — . to come nearer to developing 
real languate proficiency. This would be-but a natural result, since 
the average ability of such a class would be listinctly higher than 
that of an unselected class of ninth and tenth graders. I-^everthelsss, 
such a policy appears to rest upon pedagoglcally weak ground. See 
Kandschin (19), O'Shea (15), Hall (16), 'Irettien (17) and Hollister 
(30) on this point. Parker (29.), however, defends the position that 
the study of languages should be begun in later adolescence. The 
consensus of expert opinion seems to be that the seventh grade would 
be preferable to the ninth for beginning the study of a foreign 
language.
Furthermore, the very schools wliich restrict enrollment in 
Spanish and French to the upper high school grades often encourage 
pupils 1.0 begin the study of Latin in the ninth grade, alleging 
that Latin is a "foundation" for the study of a modern tongue.
Fow it is undeniable that a knowledge of Latin can be helpful to the 
student of French or Spanish —  if he has learned s omet hi nr' of the 
philosophy of language and the nature of the analogies between 
languages. But the reverse proposition may be equally true, namely, 
that French or Spanish forms the best possible approach to the 
study of Latin, which is, after all, the more advance subject.
'be
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Humerous writers, from -benjamin franklin to Lawrence A. ''̂i Ik ins 
have taken this point of view. As Wilkins has recsntlv pointed out, 
it has the pedagogical advantages of: 1. Interest and appreciation.
2. Procedure from t.e immediate to the remote, from the environ­
ment outward, from the concrete to the abstract, and, 3. Procedure 
' from the less difficult to the more difficult. See discussion hy 
Henry G-rattsn Doyle, {6}.
However, our aim in offsrin? French and D-oanish to ninth graders 
is not to prepare them to study Latin, but to start them in the 
study of a modern len.us e at the rroper ti*,e psychologically, and so 
that they may enjoy the advantae'es of forei£"n laruruaue club and 
library facilities for frur years instead of two. Also, there is a 
probability that a student with three years of Drs'ich or ^ranish 
has a better linguistic training than one with two years of Latin 
follow:-;d by two years of French or Spanish.
V. Three Tsar Courses.
In vi"w of the f'regoing discussion of the two year modere 
langua^G course, the rrades where it should be offered, and the 
problem of how to make it effective, üne action of the educational 
authorities of hew York Ltate is si-'Uiificant. In that state, after 
June, 1927, if a modern foreign lanuape is offered it must bo for 
three years, there will le no Regents' Examination for two year 
courses in Pre.^ch, German, or -U'aiiish, end no approved courses of
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less than three years, with or without examinations. See Price 
(4).
It would be desirable to have three year courses in French and 
Spanish in more of the large high schools of Montana. S@@ Summary, 
Section „8, for facta concerning other states. Probably this would 
be done to a greater extent in Montan» if more pupils cared to elect 
the third year of the subject. Excellence of instruction and live 
content would do much to overcome tris indifference.
VI. Selection and Salaries of Teachers.
It is discouraging to learn that the median teacher of modern 
languages in this state has taught her subject only two years.
Careful selection of teachers vould.seem to be even more than 
ordinarily important on this account. It would be advisable for 
superintendents to investigate the work of various higher institutions 
in training teachers of modern languages, and to endeavor to secure 
graduates from the institutions which are doing distinguished work 
in that field. Ihe present study (Tabla XVl.) does not reveal that 
this has been done.
Really adequate preparation (including the speaking skills) 
in the field of modern languages is'surely a more arduous process than 
preparation for the teaching of high school mathematics. In fact, 
Table XV shows 26,2% of teachers of mathematics bo lack a collera
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degree, while but 6.57e> of molera teachers are similarly de­
ficient. 1st the median annual salary of the mathematics teacher 
exceeds that of the modern language teacher by #140 in the first class 
districts, #112.50 in the second class districts, $300 in the third 
class districts, and ')150 in county high schools. It is true that 
Table x X l I shows that the teachers of mathematics are somewhat the 
more experienced, and that Table iX shows 57.2?% of men in the 
mathematics department compared with but 15.5 %  in the modern lan­
guage department. These facts may be interpreted as causes, or, 
on the other hand, as results of higher salaries being offered for 
■athematics.
In conclusion let us then say that the modern language 
teachers appear'to suffer somewhat from an Inequality in salaries.
This inequality must result in a detriment to teaching efficiency 
in the modern language department. In view of the high order of 
ability and the exac r,' ng type of training that are desirable for 
this work, modern language teachers deserve to be as well renumerated 
as teachers in any high school department whatever.
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A.
OjrESTIOrTAI'RE - Modern Lan^uaffe Teachers,
Name
lam® of school where you are now teachi a:v
TRAIIIIS
1. «hat foreign language or la.̂ .guages are you now teaching?
2. Did you gain any familiarity with a foreign language during child­
hood or earlier than the high school age? . If so,
please indicate which Ian :ua-;e, and the cau^'and"extant"ofthis 
f 0 rni liar ity. ____
3. What foreign langua-es, ancient or modern, did }ou study in high 
school, and how many semesters of each?  ________ _______ ______
4. What foreign languages did you study ie college or other high institu­
tions, and how many credit hours were earned in each language? Please 
indicate whether semester or quarter hours. ____________________
5, Please state briefly the extent of your residence, study, or travel 
(if any) in the countries of the languages which you are teachinn.
EXPBRIOllE.
1, Please state the total number of years that you have been engaged in
2. ,Number of years that you have taught the foreiui languages you are
now teacning __ _________ — — — --- -...-------— — .— — -... —
3. Number of years that you have taught other foreign languages.__ _
4, Number of years that you have been in your prsssnt position.
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APPSr-1% A (Oontlnueü)
ADMINISTRATION.
1. '?ho makes the selection of modern langnaP:@ teyts in your hif̂ h 
school?
When was the last change of 14%ts made?
2. Is any effort being made in your -dgh school to restrict the 
enroll out in forai gn la-o o ••■?s bo the ty'.es of purl Is who will
pursue the work with enjoy'ent and profit? ____ _______
If so, upon Y hat basis does the selection, take place, and what 
basis does the selection take place, and what selectiie devices 
are employed? __________  ____
Do you find that the two year course In a modern language de­
velops usable language abilities in a majority of your pupils?
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ÆPPEMITC -p,
(Additional Statist!os of Foreign Language Enrollment,
Statistics of Enrollment for the State of Washington. 
(From the Beport of State Superintendent,1925.)
1922-23' 192Ü-24
Latin
1st y e a r   5,352   5,502
2nd y e a r   3,120   3,753
3rd year . . . . . .  468   485
4th y e a r ..........  152   274
French
1st y e a r ..........  4,342   4,187
2nd y e a r ..........  2,882   2,798
3rd y e a r ..........  342   306
4th year  ..........  29
Spanish
1st y e a r ..........  6,122   6,265
2nd year . . . . . .  2 , 9 6 3 . . . . . .  3,216
3rd year . . . . .  ; 234 . . . . . .  269
4th y e a r .............................. 22
German
1st y e a r .........  4 2 ............ 128
2nd y e a r ......... 1 2 ............ 20
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Foreign'Language Enrollment in New York Oity High School:
Year French Spanish Latin Italian German
1917 14,714 13,362 17,409 103 23,898
1918 17,343 21,771 16,476 55 12,956
1919 20,920 25,729 15,234 66 , 3,287
1920 20,336 28,801 14,845 125 532
1921 22,206 31,350 15,801 213 881
1922 23,500 33,228 19,402 399 2,752
1923 27,085 30,880 22,305 620 4,696
1924 28,576 ^W,007 24,969 . 902 5,285
1925 33,743 29,363 26,715 1,147 5,911
1925 38,653 32,415 28,521 1,434 6,255
Tabulated by Director L. A. Wilkins of the high school foreign 
language department. Quotrd by School and Society, XXIV, p, 260, 
August 28, 1926,
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